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Town of Churubusco, Indiana
• Community	Crossroads	Award	2017	Award‐ $829,000	
– For	complete	reconstruction	and	storm	improvements	for	roads	surrounding	the	school	and	the	
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Having more money doesn't 
make you happier. I have 50 
million dollars but I'm just as 








































Questions / Clean Up Matters
26
Animal	Management	Can	
Play	Important	Role	in
Preserving	Local	Roads…
Roundtable	Discussion
• What	kinds	of	“unusual”	funding	techniques	
have	your	communities	utilized	to	fund	their	
“local	match”	?
• What	worked	in	past	that	no	longer	works?
• Future	strategies	vs.	past	strategies?
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Local	Govt	Finance	– Show	Me	the	Money!
EXTRA	CREDIT	SLIDES
Municipal	
Revenue	Model
 Property	Tax	Levy
‐ Funds	generated	by	applying	the	tax	rate	to	each	$100	of	NAV	(tax	rate	multiplied	by	
NAV	divided	by	100)
 Net	Assessed	Value	(“NAV”)
‐ Assessed	value	of	real	and	personal	property	after	deductions	– tax	base
 Property	Tax	Rate	
‐ Property	tax	levy	divided	by	NAV	divided	by	100
 Maximum	Levy	Limit
‐ Maximum	amount	of	tax	levy	that	can	be	raised	by	a	taxing	unit	as	certified	by	DLGF.	
Increases	annually	by	state‐wide	growth	factor.	(Debt	Services	levies	are	excluded.)
 Controlled	Levy
‐ Tax	levy	chargeable	against	(within)	the	maximum	levy
‐ Examples:	Levies	on	General,	MVH,	and	Park
 Exempt	Levy
‐ Tax	levy	outside	the	maximum	levy	(however,	may	not	be	exempt	from	Circuit	Breaker	
caps)
‐ Example:	Debt	Service	levies
 Excess	Levy	Appeal
‐ Petition	to	DLGF	to	increase	maximum	levy
 Circuit	Breaker	Tax	Credit
‐ Credit	applied	to	tax	bill	if	calculated	tax	liability	exceeds	caps
Key	Terminology
Technology	Tips
Most	People	Don’t	
Realize	That	Apple’s	
MAC	Laptops	&	PC’s	
Actually	Can	Support	
Windows…
Just	not	really	Heavy	
Ones…
